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About Us
We, MA Kaliengineering Works, are a name which is proud to be the ﬁrst priority of
customers who seek to avail impeccable quality Wire Rope Turn Buckle, Thimble Eye Bolt,
Insulator Screw and a lot more. These products generally ﬁnd their application in the
fabrication of electrical high transmission line. Brilliantly working as a manufacturer, we
never lose our focus on our work and end up developing the most qualitative range in the
required quantity that satisﬁes the respective needs of customers. Contentment of our
clients is always prioritized by us. We ensure that we always remain true to our
commitments and never fail to exceed the expectations of customers. Our wings are
braced by proﬁcient personnel, who ascertain to make us win in every target we set to
achieve. We owe a huge part of success to the teams, as it is their strong will and
enthusiasm, which has led us towards accomplishing our goals and further made us a
dominant business entity of this market.

Clientele
The secret behind our success is something we announce with pride. We are a customer
oriented company, which believes in only earning the support of its clients by rightly
treating them and making stronger relationships with them. Each customer who comes to
us, gives us a testimonial. Their statement comprises of the truth, that we not only serve
our clients the most praiseworthy quality products but also focus on delighting them at
the time of our business dealings. The ﬁrst priority of our ﬁrm is to make stronger bonds
with our clients and always satisfy them at each step we take when we do our business
with them. Below we have listed the names of those clients who are a part of our cherished
clientele: S R Electrical

 Industrial Forging Industries Pvt Ltd.

 Supreme & Co.

Regularly Improving Ourselves
In order to dominate over the competition held in the markets, we have always focused on
making ourselves better, day by day. We always welcome new ideas and innovations, and
prioritized to adopt latest trends of this industry so that we not only become capable to
produce more, but also to develop products which are worthy to be used. Our sound
research and development wing deeply studies the market and leads us towards focusing
on each and every parameter of improvement, owing to which we enhance our capabilities
and grow.

Our Products
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LT Pin

Galvanized Iron Pin

Ball Eye
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U Bolt

Turn Buckle

HT & LT Stay Set

Tubular Stay Set

Shackle Strap

Wire Rope Turn Buckle
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